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Abstract 

The handicraft sector has great potential, Bronze and copper with beautiful work, Tools and heat stress exposure. Brass 
utensils used in Onipenta small village in Kadapa District, Andhra Pradesh. Worldwide once upon a time everything Brass utensils 
were once used by the village people; I mean their ancestors about 3500 BC ago. During that time people were healthy are and smatter 
enough to carry out their daily activities like Farming, Business, and load caring works, cultural and traditional works and others 
extras, where more Physical fitness, mentally fitness efforts and made they used to eat drink, and store food and grained materials in 
the utensils made up brass and bronze metals like Plate, water bottles, cooking bowels, Pots, and even ornaments made of the same 
metal. But nowadays we are noticing that this culture is diminishing, in one way we can say that it has diminished to a very extent. 

My paper focuses on the making of the process, lifestyle of bronze and brass artisans, present situation, Marketing products, 
Analyzing, and the casting of the process, the relevance of the copper products in the propagation of the handicrafts.  
  
Keywords: Copper, Bronze, Casting, Handicrafts, Utensils. 
 
Introduction:Brass and copper craft are the oldest artworks among India’s ancient crafts, which has some thousand years of history. 
Brass is used for preparing lamps, pedants, flower vase, kalasam, and many other objects of different sizes and shapes, they are shiny 
and they contain classy finish so all the people attract to these products. In India and in some western countries they are traditionally 
used from 4 Th millennium BC, after copper age iron age has started at about 1300BC and it is much more widely used than it is in 
modern times. The earliest art facts are so far known that they are coming from the uranium plate in the 5th millennium, then Tin was 
used and became the major non-copper ingredient of bronze in the late 3rd millennium BC. Major historical places were made of 
brasses copper and zinc and bronzes with different compositions. In these crafts brass and copper changed all things.  Bronze alloys 
and some mixtures of bronze are used for coins for a longer period.  As bronze have the resistance to saltwater erosion, bronze is 
suitable to use in boat and ship fittings before the employment of stainless steel started. Bronze is still used in ship propellers and 
submerged bearings. Bronze is also used for decorative purpose as it shows bright-gold like appearance and brass musical instruments 
combine high workability with great durability. Onipenta village people will also create Flower Vases, Geometric shapes, Drums as 
well as many items with bronze, which grabs one’s attention. The artisans in Onipenta village create brass through unique process of 
heating and moulding that helps them to recreate attractive designs and shapes on the objects. Onipenta is the pride of Andhra 
Pradesh, with the rural community here creating masterpieces, with high durability as well as utility value. 
 
History:Onipenta is a small village which is located in Kadapa district of Andhra Pradesh, India. It is popular for brass work 
handicrafts; handmade brass works and domestic brass products. This village is located on National Highway N.H-16 between 
Tirupathi and Vijayawada. Ornamental purpose brassware is involved in the Ornamental brassware. In India, several locations are 
famous for the ornamental brassware. A rural village called Onipenta artisans very beautifully made brass and copper works in this 
village home to a desired art form, involving an absolute and highly attractive range of brass work handicrafts, handmade brass works 
and other domestic brass products. This village is famous for brass work Handicraft, handmade brass and domestic brass products. 
Onipenta is filled with total 223 artisans which is grounding in mydukur, Kadapa and some nearby villages are totally depended on 
this work, this village has the population of 12275 (2011), Weather 26 Degrees Celsius, elevation 138m, Wind at 5 km/ Hours, 
Humidity 67%. Local art and craft forms are famous in Onipenta. This village has some communities like Muslims, Aria Marathi, 
Balija, Reddy’s, Schedule Cast, Schedule tribes who are involved in temple work and utility products. 
 
Materials: Brass sheet, Copper sheet, Moulding Brass, Moulding Copper, Scraps, Welding rods, Welding gas, He mar, Nails, Scale, 
Lacquer, Clear warmish, Kolyma, Smith, Musa, Clay, Water, Gas propane and torch, Tamarind Pulp, Bamboo tools. 
 
Tools: Bee wax Stool, Chisels, Blow lamp, Refined sand, Round Head, Rake, Stopping Hook, ‘S’ Hook Casting Brackets tools, 
Seizer, carve cutter, Spatula, knife and scraper Gas welding, Furnace, Crucible, Charcoal, Furnace Tongs, Furnace exhaust motor, 
Buffing machine, Wooden round stick, Sack, Brush, Iron rod, Iron wires, Rings, Emery paper. 
 
Chemicals: Nitric acid, Sulphuric acid, Chromic acid. 
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Material Table 
Sl. 
No 

Material Weight  Cost RS 

1 Brass  1 Kg 1400 
2 Copper  1 Kg 1600 
3 Sheet (Brass) 1 Kg 700 
4 Sheet (Copper) 1 Kg 850 
5 Tin  1 Kg 3000 
6 Aluminium 1 Kg 150 
7 Led 1 Kg 200 

 
Table 1:  Cost of Material Table18 

 
 Brass and copper Flow Chart  

 
Figure 1: Copper Making Process.19 
 
Brass Making Process 
Step1: drawn for the reference of size and shape on the wooden board. The model is made out of wax, and then sand moulding is done 
over it. Later wax is removed by melting which creates a cavity and metal is poured inside the mould to obtain the brass sculpture. 
 
Step 2: Firstly, the wax is prepared, the resin from the tree adhesive and groundnut oil in the ratio of 4:1 is mixed on the active stove 
in a container.  
 
Step 3: Once the mix attains little thickness in liquid form the pure bee wax is added in a ratio of 4 and stirred until it is mixed well 
and liquefies. (With the help of a fine metal sieve or coarse woven cloth the wax mix is strained onto a container of cold water, which 
allows the wax to solidify). Now the wax is ready for making the model. 
 

1 • Sketch 

2 • Design

3 • Collecting Raw Materials Brass,Copper 

4 • Cutting and Seasoning 

5

• Firing 6

• Dye Preparation 

7 • Liqued

8 • Soldering

9 • Polishing

10 • Packing 
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Step 4: The separated parts are joint and merged by heating the ends of the wax with the hot iron tool, which enacts like a soldering 
iron tool.  
 
Step5: The model is attested by the artisan and it is given the required strength by putting wax cross strapping which in a way helps 
the molten metal reach all the parts of the model without any gaps later when casting is done. The model is ready with the gating 
system for the moulding process.  
 
Casting Firing Methods 

Materials: Coal, wood powder, Gas, Bronze raw Materials, Wooden Boxes, Clay, Wax,   
 
Sri. K. Jakheer said: he has 45 years of experience only I am doing the firing section. It is a casting module-like telling process: the 
prepared models are initiated by wooden sticks. The wooden stick is covered with a layer of refined soil and cow dung. The second 
level apply refined soil, clay and using process and the third level is made out of clay soil and sack ground all these layers are moulded 
in a basic form where it is used as a base for wax models. Next very important level moulding process: the required shape is made 
with the wax by warming it with the help of fire from the coal, gas, which makes the wax mouldable, and with the help of the shown 
process of design shaping given .notes: the wax and it is joint the filling and is ready with the gating system for the moulding process, 
(Interview with Sri. K. Jakheer said, Onipenta Village).6   
 

 
Image: Bronze Casting Methods20 

 
Polishing   Methods 
Materials: Polishing Past, White vinegar, Lemon Juice, Soda Salt, polish Cloth, Rubber  
 

Sri. M.S.Venkatraro said that he has 47 years of experience and trained in brass and copper work with the help of his father 
and he is the third generation.  
This is the last Process of first fall taking bronze item lemon salt (or) white vinegar and baking soda rubs it overall transited on bronze 
sculptures afterwards a clear coat of wax will help to protect the finish from further tarnishing. Make a white polish paste from either 
baking soda mixed with lemon juice white vinegar gently rub the paste on to the bronze and apply it for 20 minutes. Then gleaming 
finishing, the creative effect came directly on to the trashed bronze. (Interview with M. S.Venkatraro,Onipenta Village).7   
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Image: Polishing process21 

 

 
Image: Bronze and copper products at Onipenta village22 

 

Research Methodology   
The paper is mainly based on collecting primary data and secondary data followed by Interviews with artisans and 

observation of their working on utility products, documentation. 
 
Review of literature 

Suhail M.Ghouse, Indian handicraft industry wrote (2012): That the handicrafts and the major handicraft products are 
majorly made by hand, they are produced with low investment materials available mostly within the producing country, and these 
designs reflect local cultural factors and skills. The workers in this industry do not form as a union, handicrafts are important 
productive sector and export the growth of international markets for home accessory products and an increased interest in global 
goods have opened up new market opportunities for artisans. Even we have widespread production; there is a lack of handcrafts 
although various attempts have been made to characterize this broad and rather unstructured sector.1 
 
S.Venkataramanaiah Handmade in India wrote (2011): The amount of units they make is directly equal to the current population of 
India; due to this high production they can face common opportunities and problems. Artisans geographically concentrated on house 
hold units and basic products such as handicrafts, handloom leathers etc... Basically, these artisans belong to traditional community 
producing long-established products for generations.2 
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J. Starkie Gardener the revival of Handicraft wrote (2008): These handcrafts need reasonable encouragement to support the best 
efforts made by people in the past as we did not get the talents and thinking of people from the past. The soft and suitable reasoning 
experiment that leads almost daily in every group of science shows the mental capacity and activity to the competition never stood 
higher if you seriously turned in the direction of art , it is impossible to display that the capacity exists among us not purely to repeat 
but to shine yourself when work done ,let the happy day arrive when the supply of genuine antiquates of artistic merit is absorbed and 
they are finally locked up in museums ,so that wealthy a metatarsi must perforce encourage contemporary art and capable desires and 
craftsman will find as they did in the past ,free scope for their talents instead of being forced to closely follow antique styles ,if not 
actually to descend to those beautiful forgeries which almost baffle detection .among the crafts that have been almost completely 
forgotten is that of working lead artistically.3 
 
Y Dharma wan, work environment and musculoskeletal complaints of grinding workers of brass crafts. Wrote (2019):  The Grinding 
working technique in Brass is still in poor condition, like uncomfortable temperatures, poor circulation of air and the amount of dust 
that can be a health and safety risk, as well as a large number of muscular and skeletal complaints. The most musculoskeletal 
complaints are complaints at the waist, neck, and shoulders. Therefore, Brass Workers and Owners need to establish a place for 
protective and medicinal efforts, while raising awareness of workers and owners of the importance of occupational safety and health in 
Brass .4 
 
Dr Madhurai, the market opportunity in the Indian handicrafts industry wrote (2017): In India there is highest scope for handicraft 
and in handicraft sector as it can hold not only the present existing millions of artisans spread across the length and breadth of the 
country but also a large number of new artisans who are entering this sector. At present handicrafts, contribute substantially to 
employment generation and export. This sector is economically important from the point of view of low capital investment, a high 
ratio of value addition and a high potential for export and foreign exchange earnings for the country.5  
 
Analysis of Artisan Interviews 
Sri. Lakshimnath said: There are metal alloys like Bronze and Brass which were used right from the ancient times for creating 
vessels and other ornamental brassware. Ornamental brassware involves brassware that serves an ornamental purpose. (Interview with 
Lepakshi Director, Lakshiminath, Vijayawada).8   

 

Sri.Ismail said: That they don’t have daily work from the past one year due to this Covid-19 pandemic situation, some of their friends 
who are in the same field have left this work and they are not in any field now, They are in this bronze and copper field from the past 
45 years and we don’t have any knowledge on other works. He is mainly haired for temple bronze work; god and goddess sculpture 
designs are very less. Their suggestions is MHSC (Metal Handicrafts Service Centre) wants to provide them with any working 
support, raw materials. So their products are exhibited and sold safely. Otherwise, they do not feel satisfied doing this work And their 
request is to provide Small loans, Schemes, Plans and local material markets with good subsidy prices makes them happy. (Interview 
with Ismail, Onipenta Village).9    
 
Sri. V. Mukthiyaar said: That he has 57 years of experience in this Brass and Bronze craft. He planned designed work two years 
back. He asked to provide some knowledge about bronze and brass material works so that he can update his works such as Lepakshi 
Handicrafts had providing works, training programmes, which runs in 30days and 15 days. Students, artists and villagers are all 
involved in these craft-based trainings. (Interview with V. Mukthiyaar, Onipenta Village).10  
 
Sri. A. Masthan Saheb said:  That he has 63years of experience in this Brass and Bronze craft. Most of our works export in Shiva 
lingam, Makara Thorn’s, Dwajasthambam. He and his head Ismail sab are experts in these particular products in developing all areas 
and here artisans all have 20 to 40 years of experience. Our works export internationally moving to Australia, Italy, Malaysia and 
some states of India supply our products in Kerala, Maharashtra, Telangana, Tamil Nadu and Karnataka states selling our hand works 
bronze and brass products only. Mostly in session, only marriage sessions have a little bit of work. At least the government will 
provide any design, workshops, seminars, promotions of Bronze and Copper products revival session will improve my children 
learning to do this same work. I request to provide artisan membership NCDPD (National Centre for Design and Product 
Development). (Interview with A. Masthan Saheb, Onipenta Village).11   
 
Sri. S.Bhasha said: That he and his family are experienced in this bronze and copper work from 20 years onwards he is a specialist in 
bronze and copper welding and his joints. Mostly from the last 20 years in this field lepakshi, H (DC) Handicraft Development 
Commissioner provides them with any loans so that they can improve and can give good products in the market. They are all troubled 
in this covid-19 pandemic situation with no works, he can't run his family so he needs to change his occupation (Interview with 
S.Bhasha, Onipenta Village).12 
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Sri. Md. Mohammad Gouse said: That he has 54 years of working experience and he is 40 years industry expert in Cooking 
instruments, Bowels, Glasses, Plates, Jugs, Big Bowels, Teapot, brass buckets, Pots, milk cans expert. His suggestion is to give artisan 
pension cards to them. (Interview with Md. Mohammad Gouse, Onipenta Village).13    
 
Sri. P. Bhashkara Chary said that he has 15 years of experience in this field, his family is involved in doing the same work of bronze 
and copper for 15 years in the preparation god vehicle sculptures like Kanaka Durgammavari Vehicle Lion, Ornaments, Instruments 
some Telugu names (Gada, Bhanam, Axe, Tiger sculptures). Lord Siva sculptures like Trisulam, Moon, Damarukam, Sivalinga and 
Ornaments are only done here. Hanuman sculptures like in Telugu Names mentioned (Keeretam, Gadha, Ornaments, Bracelets, 
Cadmiums, KavachaKundalalu, Rings, Bell) preparation to temple works. Saibaba sculptures like bronze works Baba Kereetam, 
Umbrella, Chair only made and lot off decoration items Mandapams, Ornaments, Garuda Vehicles, Kavachalu, SimhaDwarams, 
Dwaja Pillars, Brass plates), Lord Sri Rama, Seta and Lakshmana sculptures in temple work famous only with bronze and copper in 
the place of onipenta, ornaments like Gods Keeritams, Makara Thoranam, Pillars, ornaments, Simhasana Chairs extra... they are 
famous in Brass and copper only Onipenta handicrafts. (Interview with Sri. P. Bhashkara Chari, Onipenta Village).14   
 
Sri. S. Rahim Bhasha said: That Highly skilled work Brass artefacts are admired for their beauty and strength. Put in their greatest 
commitment to sculpting fine quality, to give a perfect finish to gain person for the sculptures. Onipenta artisans famous for 
Traditional lamps, Iconographic, Idols, Pedestals for Idols, Decorative narrative Arch for the Idol, Utensils for the temple and many 
more articles are made by this artisan and his fellow beings. S. Rahim Bhasha, Onipenta Village).15 
 
Interpretation  

These artists are known for their mythological temple art forms making Pillars of Brass, temples ornaments, temple 
sculptures, goddess-like mother of Hindu goddess kanaka Durga, Vehicle of Tiger Sculptures, Nagabhranam, Siva lingams, Elephants, 
Birds, Peacock, Saraswati Devi Sculptures, Dancing Bronze dolls, Temple Arch designs, cow, camel, lion, horse, lord of Hanuman, 
Rama, Seethe Devi, Lakshmana Bronze Sculptures, mythological, folklore and rural life utility products they created beautifully 
attracted in these village artisans were doing cooking Bowels, Dishes, Water Bottles, Jugs, Glasses, Anglers, Decoration items like 
wall clocks dyes, Window wings, Mirror wings, art forms, Nature arts. 
 
Recommendation :Onipenta artisans are very highly skilled artisans once upon a time entire village mostly depended on copper and 
bronze works now after, majorly doing Agriculture after doing this work only we can categorise some major areas like productivity 
improvement, financial resources, marketing, logistics and support services and Lepakshi of Andhra Pradesh, (DC ) H (Handicraft 
development commissioner Handicrafts) New Delhi, they are importantly asking majorly support, improving crafts innovatively their 
families work supporting of production improvement of handicrafts so support them in my research studying support and helping 
them. 
 
Conclusion  

Onipenta artisan union (Reg. No AMC/ CDP/DCO/200/1050) also provides a framework for formulating and implementing 
effectively to faster economic development for society utility products of utility and here to very fastly Growth of firms in clusters 
slow down due to multiple factors such as market dynamics, technology obsolescence, scaling problems, migration of firms and 
Workforce, lack of innovation, lack of financial resources, lack of suitable and timely interventions and other resources. Due to the 
Dynamic artisan’s lack of knowledge of new trends, only for temple works Clusters also provide a framework for formulating and 
implementing effective public policies and making Public investments to foster economic development. The growth of firms in 
clusters slows down due to multiple factors such as market dynamics, technology obsolescence, scaling problems, migration of firms 
and Workforce, lack of innovation, lack of financial resources, lack of suitable and timely interventions and other resources. 
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